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Bloch Oscillations of Atoms in an Optical Potential
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Ultracold cesium atoms are prepared in the ground energy band of the potential induced by an
standing wave. We observe Bloch oscillations of the atoms driven by a constant inertial force
measure the momentum distribution of Bloch states and effective masses different from the mas
free atom. [S0031-9007(96)00366-3]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 03.75.–b
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The early quantum theory of electrical conductiv
in crystal lattices by Bloch and Zener [1,2] led to t
striking prediction that a homogeneous static electric fi
induces an oscillatory rather than uniform motion
the electrons. These so-called Bloch oscillations h
never been observed in natural crystals because
scattering time of the electrons by the lattice defects
much shorter than the Bloch period. In semiconduc
superlattices the larger spatial period leads to a m
shorter Bloch period (,600 fs) and Bloch oscillations
have recently been observed through the emission of
radiation by the electrons [3]. Here we present Blo
oscillations of atoms in the fundamental energy band
a periodic optical potential. We directly measure t
atomic momentum distribution evolving in time under t
influence of a constant inertial force for various poten
depths. We experimentally observe oscillation period
the millisecond range as well as positive and nega
effective masses.

Bloch oscillations are a pure quantum effect wh
can be explained in a simple one-dimensional mo
The periodicity of the lattice (periodd) leads to a
band structure (Fig. 1) of the energy spectrum of
particle and the corresponding eigenenergiesEnsqd and
eigenstatesjn, ql (Bloch states) are labeled by the discre
band index n and the continuous quasimomentumq;
Ensqd and jn, ql are periodic functions ofq with period
2pyd and q is conventionally restricted to the firs
Brillouin zoneg2pyd, pydg [4]. Under the influence o
a constant external forceF, weak enough not to induc
interband transitions, a given Bloch statejn, qs0dl evolves
(up to a phase factor) into the statejn, qstdl according to

qstd  qs0d 1 Ftyh̄ . (1)

This evolution is periodic with a periodtB  hyjFjd cor-
responding to the time required for the quasimomentum
scan a full Brillouin zone. The mean velocity injn, qstdl

kylnsssqstdddd 
1
h̄

dEnsRsssqstdddd
dq

(2)

is an oscillatory function of time with zero mean. As
consequence, a wave packet prepared with a well-defi
quasimomentum in thenth band will also oscillate in
0031-9007y96y76(24)y4508(4)$10.00
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position with an amplitudeDny2jFj where Dn is the
energy width of thenth band.

In our experiments the periodic potential results fro
the light shift of the ground state of atoms illuminated b
a laser standing wave. The laser is detuned far from
atomic resonance so that spontaneous emission can b
glected. This configuration was first used in the cont
of atom diffraction [5] leading to the development of ato
optics elements, interferometry [6,7], or studies of quant
chaos [8]. In periodic potentials using lasers closer to re
nance, spatial ordering has been observed [9]. In this c
the concept of a band structure is useful [10], but expe
mental evidence for it has only been indirect because sp
taneous emission spreads the atom distribution over
whole Brillouin zone [11]. Using one-dimensional Rama
laser cooling [12,13] we first prepare a gas of free ato
with a momentum spreaddp  h̄ky4 in the direction of
the standing wave, wherēhk is the photon momentum
The corresponding atomic coherence lengthhydp extends
over several periodsd  ly2  pyk of the optical lat-
tice. By adiabatically switching on the light potential th
initial momentum distribution is turned into a statistic
mixture of Bloch states in the ground energy band with
quasimomentum widthdq  dpyh̄ much smaller than the
to

ed

FIG. 1. Band structureEnsqd (solid line) for a particle in
a periodic potentialUszd  U0 sin2pzyd and mean velocity
kyl0sqd in the fundamental band (dashed line): (a) free part
case, (b) U0  E0  h̄2p2y2md2. A gap opens atq 
6pyd. Under the influence of a weak uniform force, a parti
prepared in the fundamental band remains in this band
performs a motion periodic in time called a Bloch oscillation
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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width 2k of the Brillouin zone. We mimic a constant e
ternal force by introducing a tunable frequency differen
dnstd between the two counterpropagating laser waves
ating the optical potential. The reference frame in wh
the optical potential is stationary is now moving with v
locity dnstdly2. For a linear variation in time ofdnstd
a constant inertial forceF  2ma  2ml

d
dt dnstdy2 is

exerted on the atoms in this frame. After a given evo
tion time ta, we abruptly switch off the light potential an
measure the momentum distribution of the Bloch stat
time ta with a resolution ofh̄ky18.

This model system presents several advantages:
The initial momentum distribution is well defined an
can be tailored at will. (ii) By contrast to solid sta
systems, the periodic potential, being created by light,
be easily turned on and off. This gives direct access
the momentum distribution of Bloch states. (iii) The
is virtually no dissipation or scattering from defects
the potential or from interaction between particles. W
observe Bloch periods in the millisecond range, i.e.,
orders of magnitude longer than in semiconductors.

Our experimental setup for subrecoil laser cooling
cesium atoms has been described previously [13,14].
use a magneto-optical trap in a low pressure vapor ce
capture atoms and precool them to about6 mK. After
turning off the magnetic field we perform 1D Ram
cooling with horizontal beams from two diode lase
that are phase locked to a tunable frequency differe
around the cesium hyperfine splitting of 9.12 GHz. W
use a sequence of Raman square pulses [13], reso
with velocity classes centered at6yR , 62yR, and64yR

whereyR is the recoil velocityh̄kym  3.5 mmys. In a
cooling time of 12 ms this produces a narrow veloc
distribution of atoms in theF  3 ground state, with
a nearly Lorentzian line shape of half width at h
maximum of0.24yR .

After the cooling phase all lasers are switched
except one of the Raman lasers which generates
optical potential. We split it into two beams and pass e
of them through an acousto-optic modulator to con
its power and frequency. These beams are superimp
onto the horizontal optical axis of the Raman bea
in counterpropagating directions. They have the sa
linear polarization, equal intensities, and are detuned
dy2p  30 GHz  5700Gy2p from the 6S1y2 ! 6P3y2
atomic resonance line (wavelengthl  852 nm), where
Gy2p  5.3 MHz is the natural width of the 6P3y2 state.

Initially the two beams have the same frequen
and their dipole coupling to the atom leads to a lig
shift which is nearly identical for all Zeeman su
levels of F  3 and varies with the atomic positio
as Uszd  U0 sin2kz. The potential depth is given b
U0  s2y3dh̄GsIyI0dsGydd, where I is the laser inten-
sity in one beam,I0  2.2 mWycm2. With a peak in-
tensity of up to40 mW/cm2 (1y

p
e diameterø4.5 mm)

the depth of the potential can be varied between 0
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about6ER whereER  h̄2k2y2m  h ? 2.068 kHz is the
recoil energy. Since the spontaneous emission rate i
most4 s21, it can be totally neglected during our,10 ms
interaction time.

Initially (U0  0) only the Bloch states at the bottom o
the ground state energy band are significantly populat
In order to prevent a transfer of population into the high
energy bands the standing wave has to be turned
slowly enough. We have used as adiabaticity criteri
the usual condition

jkn, qjdydtj0, qlj ø jEnsqd 2 E0sqdjyh̄ . (3)

In the caseU0 # ER the energy difference in (3) forn 
1 remains finite [E1s0d 2 E0s0d , 4ER] and condition (3)
readsj d

dt U0yERj ø 32
p

2ERyh̄ [15]. For larger values of
U0yER the energy gap increases and adiabaticity is m
easily fulfilled. We use a rise time of200 ms, largely in
the adiabatic regime.

Next a linear frequency ramp of durationta up to 8 ms
is applied to one of the beams. The resulting inertial for
F  2ma has to be small enough to prevent interba
transitions which are the most probable when the qua
momentumqstd given by (1) reaches the edge of the Bri
louin zone: Forq  k condition (3) imposesjmaly2j ø

spy8dU2
0yER for U0 # 10ER. We have used accelera

tions ranging from0.43 mys2 (ddnydt  106 Hzys) for a
potential depthU0  0.5ER to 13.2 mys2 for U0  6ER .
We have checked by a measurement of the final mom
tum distribution (explained below) that these values
not lead to a significant transfer of atoms to higher ban
for several periods of Bloch oscillations. The correspon
ing frequencies1ytB of the Bloch oscillations are in the
range 60 to 1900 Hz.

After a given acceleration timeta, the standing wave
is turned off fast (fall timeø1 ms) so that the free
atoms keep the momentum distribution corresponding
the Bloch states. This distribution is probed by a 3 m
long velocity-selective Raman pulse of variable detunin
This pulse transfers atoms in a narrow momentum cl
(resolutionh̄ky18) from theF  3 to theF  4 ground
state hyperfine level and the fluorescence signal fr
these atoms is used to measure their number. Scan
of the Raman detuning gives the atomic momentu
distribution in the laboratory frame, from which th
distribution in the accelerated frame is obtained by
translation of2mata.

Figure 2 shows the momentum distribution in th
accelerated frame at various timesta, for U0  2.3ER and
a  20.85 mys2. The initial peak shifts linearly with
time while its weight decreases. Simultaneously a seco
peak emerges at a distance2h̄k; its increasing weight
becomes equal to the one of the first peak whenta 
tBy2 wheretB  2h̄kyjFj. It keeps growing untilta 
tB where the initial momentum distribution is recovere
The atoms have performed a full Bloch oscillatio
Further evolution reproduces this pattern periodical
4509
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FIG. 2. Bloch oscillations of atoms: momentum distributio
in the accelerated frame for equidistant values of the ac
eration timeta betweenta  0 and ta  tB  8.2 ms. The
light potential depth isU0  2.3ER and the acceleration is
a  20.85 mys2. The small peak in the right wing of the firs
five spectra is an artifact.

These results can be explained as follows. Bloch sta
of quasimomentumq are coherent superpositions
plane waves, i.e., momentum statesjp  h̄sq 1 2jkdl
(j integer). Because of the applied force,q evolves in
time according to (1) with the initial conditionqs0d  0.
In the perturbative case considered here (U0 ø 16ER),
for qstad , 0 the Bloch statejn  0, qstadl is very
close to the momentum statejp  h̄qstadl: It has very
small populations [,sU0y16ERd2 . 1%] on the jp 
h̄qstad 6 2h̄kl momentum states. Forqstad close tok, the
Bloch state is mainly a linear superposition of thejp 
h̄qstadl and jp  h̄fqstad 2 2kgl momentum states, with
equal amplitudes forqstad  k, i.e., for ta  tBy2. For
tBy2 , ta , tB, qstad scans theg2k, 0f interval of the
Brillouin zone and the momentum distribution is turn
back into the single initial peak.

In order to further illustrate the oscillatory motion o
the atoms, we have deduced from our data the m
atomic velocity as a function ofta for different val-
ues of the potential depthU0 and for an acceleration
a  60.85 mys2. We reduce the smoothing effect due
the width of the quasimomentum distribution as follow
We slice the initial momentum peak into narrow chann
labeledi, centered atqis0d and of widthky18. Follow-
ing the time evolution of each of these slices, we calcu
the mean velocity for the atoms in momentum chann
h̄qistad, h̄qistad 6 2h̄k where qistd evolves according to
(1). The contributions of the different channels are co
bined in one curve after a time translation ofh̄qis0dyF.
We have plotted in Fig. 3 the results for three values
4510
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FIG. 3. Mean atomic velocitykyl as a function of the
acceleration timeta for three values of the potential depth: (
U0  1.4ER , (b) U0  2.3ER , (c) U0  4.4ER . The negative
values ofFta were measured by changing the sign ofF. Solid
lines: theoretical prediction.

U0yER. The measured Bloch periods agree with the
pected value (8.2 ms) to within an uncertainty of 4% a
do not depend onU0. For U0  0.54ER the amplitude
of the Bloch oscillations is0.68h̄k and corresponds to a
oscillation in position of3.1 mm. These amplitudes de
crease with growingU0 [cf. Fig. 4(a)]: The band flattens
out as a consequence of the smaller tunnel coupling
tween neighboring sites of the lattice.

A striking feature of the oscillations presented in Fig
is their asymmetry, which is particularly pronounced f
low values of the optical potential: The slope of the me
velocity near the edge of the Brillouin zone (Fta  6h̄k)
is steeper than that near the zone center (Fta  0, 62h̄k).
This effect can be described in terms of effective mass
The dynamics of the particle is equivalent to that of
particle in free space:mpdkylydt  F with an effective
massmpsqd given by h̄2ymp  d2E0sqdydq2, which is
in general different from the real mass because of
interaction with the potential. In the center and at the e
of the Brillouin zone, the energy band is approximate
parabolic, the effective mass is constant, andkyl evolves
linearly in time. By measuring the slope ofkylstad around
ta  0 (q  0) and ta  6tBy2 (q  6k) in Fig. 3,
we deduce these two effective masses. In Fig. 4(b),
present their variation with the potential depthU0. For
weak potentials (U0 ! 0), mpsq  0d tends to the free
atom massm andmpsq  kd tends to 0. With increasing
potential depth the atoms are more tightly bound a
the effective masses increase in absolute value.
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FIG. 4. Amplitude of the Bloch oscillations (a) and effectiv
massesmp for q  0 andq  k in units of the cesium atomic
mass (b) vs potential depthU0. Solid lines: theory.

U0  5.7ER , mps0d is about twice as large as the fre
mass. In the limitU0 ! ` the absolute values ofmps0d
andmpskd become equal and diverge as1yD0.

We have calculated numerically the band struct
for our experimental values ofU0. The mean velocity
of the Bloch states obtained from Eq. (2) is averag
over a statistical mixture of Bloch states correspond
to the experimental resolution, i.e., having a Gauss
distribution of quasimomentumq with standard deviation
ky18 [16]. The solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4 show th
results of these calculations with no adjustable parame
The agreement with the experimental data is quite go
By integrating over time the datakystadl of Fig. 3 [see
Eq. (2)], we have also reconstructed experimentally
fundamental energy band.

Finally we have made preliminary investigations
atom acceleration in the caseU0  5.7ER. We could
still observe Bloch states after15tB. In the laboratory
frame, this corresponds to a coherent momentum tran
of 30h̄k, producing an atomic beam with subreco
momentum spread (h̄ky4) in the beam direction. After
optimization, this technique should be useful to produ
atomic beams with long coherence length from cold ato
prepared in a trap.
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